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How Students Search Video Captions to Learn: An Analysis of Search Terms and Behavioral Timing Data

Abstract

Engineering students used ClassTranscribe, an accessible video player, in multiple engineering courses to view course videos and search for video content. The tool collected detailed timestamped student behavioral data from 1,894 students across 25 engineering courses that included what individual students searched for and when. A previous analysis, published in ASEE 2020 [1], found that using ClassTranscribe caption search significantly predicted improvement in final exam scores in a computer science course. In this paper we present how students used the search functionality based on a more detailed analysis of the log data. ClassTranscribe automatically created captions and transcripts for all lecture videos using an Azure speech-to-text system that was supplemented with crowd-sourced editing to fix captioning errors. The search functionality used the timestamped caption data to find specific video moments both within the current video or across the entire course. The number of search activities per person ranged from zero to 186 events. An in-depth analysis of the students (N=167) who performed 1,022 searches was conducted to gain insight into student search needs and behaviors. Based on the total number of searches performed, students were grouped into “Infrequent Searcher” (< 18 searches) and “Frequent Searcher” (18 to 110 searches) using clustering algorithms. The search queries used by each group were found to follow the Zipf’s Law and were categorized into STEM-related terms, course logistics and others. Our study reports on students’ search context, behaviors, strategies, and optimizations. Using Universal Design for Learning as a foundation, we discuss the implications for educators, designers, and developers who are interested in providing new learning pathways to support and enhance video-based learning environments.

1. Introduction

This paper presents the findings from behavioral analyses of students’ caption search activities that were recorded in the user activity logs of ClassTranscribe [1, 2, 39], an enhanced video-based learning environment that provides multiple learning pathways for students to engage and learn. Previous studies have shown that caption search was reported as useful for learning by students [3] and was correlated with improved student exam scores in a sophomore-level computer science class [1]. In this study, we investigate how students use caption search in video-based learning and discuss implications for improving video-based learning environments based on Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles.

This paper is organized as follows: The background section provides a broader context of UDL, and caption-based video searching and indexing, gives a brief overview of ClassTranscribe with
comparison to other similar tools and studies, and presents the research questions for this work. The methods section presents the data collection and analysis process. The result section shows the findings on search usage, user types, and search behaviors. Finally, we conclude the paper with the discussion section where we summarize the findings and discuss implications for future research.

2. Background

2.1 Universal Design for Learning

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) [33, 34, 35] is a conceptual framework and associated set of educational principles and practices designed to improve learning outcomes for all students. The UDL framework advocates creating a curriculum and educational environment that offers: i) Multiple means of expression to provide learners alternatives for demonstrating what they know; ii) Multiple means of representation to give learners various ways of acquiring information and knowledge; and iii) Multiple means of engagement to tap into learners' interests, challenge them appropriately, and motivate them to learn.

In this study, we researched how students interacted with ClassTranscribe, a UDL-based online learning tool and presented caption-based video searching and indexing as a new learning pathway. We studied students’ behaviors in interacting with this learning pathway and proposed ways to support and enhance students’ learning experiences. Previous research [36, 37, 38] has shown that UDL can provide opportunities for enhancing learning experience for students with disabilities and promote an inclusive learning environment. Our study adds to that body of research by discussing how a searchable video system can not only help learners with physical or cognitive disabilities, and learners who are non-native English speakers, but ultimately provide an inclusive enhanced video-based learning experience for all learners.

2.2 ClassTranscribe

This research presents findings from students’ usage and behaviors data analysis in using ClassTranscribe [1, 2, 39], a UDL-inspired tool that can automatically generate text-searchable captions to lecture videos uploaded by instructors in a web interface that includes accessibility support (e.g., support for users who use a screen reader), or require a low-distraction interface. ClassTranscribe uses Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to generate captions for lecture videos and indexes them to facilitate keyword-based search. Students can search by keywords across all lecture videos of the same course and retrieve the relevant videos and moments in the videos. They can directly jump to a specific moment by clicking on the search result. Figures 1 and 2 provide sample screenshots of the video and searching interface of ClassTranscribe.
Fig 1. Video Interface of ClassTranscribe. Closed captions can be turned on and configured. Captions on the side are provided with spacing to facilitate reading by users with dyslexia.

Fig 2. The Searching Interface of ClassTranscribe; captions appear on the right side of a lecture video. (a) matching captions found in the same lecture video as the one being currently viewed. (b) matching captions found in other lecture videos.
Table 1 summarizes a mapping of ClassTranscribe features to the UDL framework. The authors’ opinion is that the caption-based video search functionality should be mapped into the “Provide options for Perception” item in the “Provide multiple means of Representation” category because it offers a new way to “customize the display of information” by enabling students to search and gather information they need.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UDL Guideline</th>
<th>UDL Guideline item(s)</th>
<th>ClassTranscribe Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide multiple means of Engagement</td>
<td>Minimize threats and distractions</td>
<td>- Distraction/stress-free learning interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide options for Sustaining Effort &amp; Persistence</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Student personal usage analytic reports based on interaction with the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide multiple means of Representation</td>
<td>Provide options for Perception</td>
<td>- Captions &amp; transcriptions available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offer ways of customizing the display of information</td>
<td>- Caption-based video search to filter caption results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offer alternatives for auditory information</td>
<td>- Multiple cameras angles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offer alternatives for visual information</td>
<td>- Configurable playback interface, caption font size and color, background color, background transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Can generate textbook from video in multiple formats (epub, pdf, html, etc) from videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide options for Language &amp; Symbols</td>
<td></td>
<td>- Multiple languages for captions/transcriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide multiple means of Action &amp; Expression</td>
<td>Provide options for Physical Action</td>
<td>Accessible design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Multiple keyboard shortcuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Support screen readers for users who are blind or have low-vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Continue watching a partially completed video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide options for Expression &amp; Communication</td>
<td>- Create shareable link for specific video moments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Features of ClassTranscribe classified using UDL.
(Guideline items reproduced from udlguidelines.cast.org)
2.3 Caption-Based Video Searching and Indexing

A previous study found an enhanced video-based learning environment (i.e., with embedded note-taking, supplemental resources, and practice questions) significantly improved recall test scores over a common video environment limited to play, pause, rewind, and forward operations [5]. Researchers have also experimented with video-lectures in a traditional mathematics course (Calculus). The students' feedback and usage analysis showed that video resources are considered useful and are correlated with improved academic results [6]. Based on the positive learning outcomes from video-based learning environments, researchers have explored new features in video-based learning environments and are creating new learning pathways for students. One of these new features is caption-based video searching and indexing.

Education researchers have shown that the introduction of searchable video lectures in a sophomore-level system programming course, which complemented the equivalent online book content, saw an increase in course performance for all students [2]. Similarly, in a freshman-level introduction to electronics course, translated searchable class videos led to improved course scores among students that used them [1]. With the demonstrated improved performance in CS and ECE courses, we were curious to better understand how students used the search functionality as part of their authentic university course experience (as opposed to a simulated learning environment). This study is based on student usage data from 25 engineering courses to explore how students used video-based index search, and provide insights so educators can learn about student behaviors and learning outcomes related to their use of the search and indexing features.

A similar tool, Indexed Captioned Searchable Videos (ICS), has been built and studied by researchers at the University of Houston. They conducted a student survey that found students considered indexing and search features to be helpful [3]. Another study [7] explored the design space of video navigation. The study created a prototype video tool, lectureScape, and used it in a simulated learning environment. The tool provided several UI navigation mechanisms including visual and keyword and the study participants performed pre-specified navigation tasks to search and watch a 15-minute video.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze students’ usage and behaviors in caption-based video searching and indexing in multiple engineering courses and in an authentic engineering setting.
2.4 Research Questions

Using the event data logged by the video system, our goals were to better understand students' interactions with this video-based learning and propose methods to support and enhance it for a more effective learning experience. We asked the following research questions about searching captions in educational videos.

**RQ1**: What do searchers search for using caption-based video search?

**RQ2**: What collective behaviors do searchers exhibit before, during and after search?

**RQ3**: Is caption-search used to review previously viewed content or to find new content?

The interaction of each student with the ClassTranscribe website was recorded by the server as a time series of event data stored in a database. This included data that represented student actions e.g., starting a search or playing and pausing a video. Each event included a student identifier, a timestamp and details about the specific event. To address the above research questions we aggregated by student identifier the event data and analyzed the event sequence and event types (e.g., search, seeking, video play) performed by each student. This is described in the following section.

3. Methods

3.1 Event Types

Every user interaction (event) on the ClassTranscribe website was logged by the server for later analysis. The event types logged by the system are listed and described in Table 2. The `filtertrans` event is logged when a user performed keyword-based search on captions. From the search results, when a user clicked on a found caption in the same lecture video, the seeking event was triggered and the tool automatically adjusted (scrubbed) the playback position to jump to the corresponding video moment (Figure 2). Once the scrubbing completed, the `seeked` event was generated. The `seeking` and `seeked` events could also be generated when the user manually adjusted the video playback position. When the user navigated to another lecture video (e.g., by clicking on a caption line in the search results), the `changevideo` event was generated. Thus, `seeking`, `seeked`, and `changevideo` events after a search indicated that the learner clicked on a caption matching the search query.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timeupdate</td>
<td>Watched another 15 seconds of video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>play</td>
<td>Played a video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seeking</td>
<td>Adjusted to a video playback position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seeked</td>
<td>Finished loading to a video playback position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pause</td>
<td>Paused the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>userinactive</td>
<td>Switched focus away to another webpage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changevideo</td>
<td>Changed to a different video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filtertrans</td>
<td>Updated search filter of the transcription interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edittrans</td>
<td>Edited the transcript; updated a caption line of text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The Event types logged by ClassTranscribe.

3.2 Mining System Logs

To answer our research questions, we mined the system event logs. Log mining is commonly used to analyze search behavior [31, 32]. We defined **search behavior** in terms of frequency of searches, types of search queries, frequency and types of other events (Table 2) around search performed by students. Previous work [28] used a similar definition of search behavior for educational video search, but our analysis was more detailed (e.g., we also studied the types of search queries).

Figure 3 shows an overview of the study design. With approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), we collected anonymized student interaction data logged by ClassTranscribe. The data included interaction events from 1,894 students across 25 engineering courses during 09/2019 to 07/2020. For each user interaction with the tool, the event logs contain information about the user (anonymized UserID), the Event Type (Table 2), the timestamp of the interaction, the lecture video being viewed at the time of interaction (Video ID), and additional details relevant to the interaction (e.g., search query in case of `filtertrans` event).

Event logs were extracted from the system’s Postgres database using a SQL query and subsequent data processing and analysis was performed in Python using the Pandas, numpy and scipy modules. Search data was grouped by view using an anonymous identifier. Widely used statistical techniques (e.g., Chi-square tests [12]), data mining techniques (e.g., k-means clustering [29]) and qualitative analysis techniques (e.g., manual coding using a grounded approach [30]) were used for further analysis as described in the following section.
4. Results

4.1 What do searchers search for using caption-based video search? (RQ1)

4.1.1 Number of Searches

Among the 1,894 students, the number of search activities per person ranged from 0 to 186 events. A time-series analysis of the students (N=167) who performed 1,022 searches found search was used throughout the semester with peak usage occurring in the middle of the semester. One possible reason for the relatively low 9% (167/1894) usage rate of the searching function was that students were unaware that the search functionality existed. This is supported by survey results previously reported in [1], where only 40% (96/242) responded affirmatively to “Were you aware of ClassTranscribe's ability to search for course content using text search?”.

Thus an estimated usage rate for the students who were aware of this functionality would be 22% (167/758). These results suggest user interface designers of digital learning aids should consider the importance of awareness of the feature when tools are used in authentic settings that extend beyond a simulated classroom experience.
4.1.2 Categories of Search Queries

A manual analysis of the search queries data found three major categories of search terms: \textit{STEM-related keywords}, \textit{Logistics}, and \textit{Others} (see Table 3). Among the 589 unique search queries, 427 (72.5\%) were \textit{STEM-related keywords}, 45 (7.6\%) were on logistics of the class, and 117 (19.9\%) fell into the \textit{Others} category. In terms of the percentage of total searches (1022), \textit{STEM-related keywords} constituted 71.7\%, \textit{Logistics} constituted 9.5\%, and \textit{Others} constituted the remaining 18.8\%. As the majority, \textit{STEM-related keywords} were primarily domain words used in the class. We speculate that students were searching for these keywords to learn about specific concepts in the class. \textit{STEM-related keywords} constituted 37 (74\%) of the top 50 most frequently searched keywords. Another frequently searched keyword category was \textit{Logistics}. We observed that students searched for keywords about academic integrity and course policies on collaboration for assignments throughout the semester. These topics are normally specified on the course website. However, a collaboration policy can vary significantly between courses, the same course in different semesters and even vary between instructors of different sections of the same course. Thus it is unsurprising that we found searches related to collaboration and cheating.

The \textit{Others} category consisted of more general search queries, which we further categorized into i) \textit{search-functionality exploration}, ii) \textit{direct navigation}, and iii) \textit{indirect navigation} behaviors that we discuss here. Queries that explored the search functionality used words that were known to be in the transcript (e.g. “hello” and “i”). \textit{Direct navigation} searching used a specific topic or course item. For example, some students searched for “L25” (lecture 25), “mp 7” (machine problem 7), “question eight”, and “csNNN” (course number anonymized) to directly navigate to the relevant point in the video. Lastly we defined \textit{indirect navigation} where students recalled that the instructor uttered a key or unique phrase and used this as a proxy for a specific moment in a video search. Example search queries included, “essentially”, “actual”, “i thought i knew”, “i don't have the operator.”
4.1.3 Zipf’s Law of Search Keywords

Zipf’s law is an empirical law proposed by linguist George Kingsley Zipf [8, 9], who observed that in a large corpus of written words, the frequency of any word was inversely proportional to its rank in a frequency-of-use table. This is often roughly described as “there will be a few common words and a large number of rare words,” however, Zipf's law is a stronger empirical observation that the frequency of utterances follows a power law distribution. Previous research shows that search queries follow Zipf's law, (e.g., on domain-specific queries on Google [14]) . So, we aimed to investigate whether this law also holds on queries in educational videos.

As shown in Figure 4, we plotted the top 200 search keywords by its frequency rank and number of occurrences, and utilized the scipy package to generate the fitted curve following the Zipf’s law $kx^{-s}$, where $x$ is the frequency rank of and $k,s$ are parameters. The best fit was found at $k = 32.1$, $s = 0.58$. A two-tailed Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [13] between the actual and fitted curves indicated that the number of occurrences of keywords follows a Zipfian distribution, $D(592)=0.41$, $p<0.005$. We concluded that Zipf’s Law also holds for video-based searching in an educational context. We expect this to hold true especially in case of searches within domain-specific courses (e.g., engineering) because the queries are generally coherent and coherence is an important requirement for Zipf’s law [15]. For example, as described in section 4.1.2, STEM-related keywords constituted the majority of searches in our dataset.
4.2 What collective behaviors do searchers exhibit before, during and after search? (RQ2)

4.2.1 Classification of users based on search frequency

As stated in Section 4.1 above, the total number of searches per student has a large range of [0, 186]. One hypothesis is that more active users, i.e., users who have more events overall on the tool, performed more searches as well. To check this hypothesis, we plotted the number of searches vs. total number events for all users as shown in Figure 5. As we can see from the plot, this was not generally true; the students who performed no searches are spread across all activity levels. There is one outlier point with > 1 million activities and 186 searches, that is not shown in the plot. After removing the outlier, we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient and found no linear correlation $r(1893)=0.05$, $p<0.05$. This suggests that there can be variances in search usage among students with similar activity levels. To further study these variances, we performed k-means clustering [29] of users based on their number of searches as described below.
Firstly, to determine the optimal number of clusters, we used the Elbow method [10]. Figure 6 shows the With-in-Sum-of-Squares (WSS) distance vs. number of clusters. Based on this plot, we selected 3 as the optimal number. Next, since k-means can sometimes give suboptimal results, we performed k-means 10 times with different centroid seeds and selected the results with the best WSS. Figure 7 shows the results of the k-means algorithm. From the results, we identified two main types of students based on their counts of searches: “Infrequent Searcher” (<17 searches) and “Frequent Searcher” (18 to 110 searches). These thresholds are the midpoints between two (sorted) cluster centroids. There was only one student with >110 searches, who is identified as an outlier and excluded in further analyses. After removing the outlier, there were 166 students with 837 total searches. Further, since our focus is on students who performed searches, we used “Infrequent Searcher” for students with 1 to 17 searches and “Frequent Searcher” for students with 18 - 110 searches. Using this categorization, we found 155 Infrequent Searchers and 11 Frequent Searcher users.

To further investigate the differences between the groups, we additionally looked at their number of all activities performed and their durations on the tool. Here, duration refers to the time difference (number of days) between a user’s first logged activity and their last activity on the tool. A Mann-Whitney U test [11, 42] was used to compare these distributions for Frequent Searchers and Infrequent Searchers, i.e., the two extremes. We used this test because, unlike the student t-test, it does not require the assumption that the data are normally distributed. Based on
the test, we found the following: (1) the duration of Frequent Searchers (mean=157.2 days, std.=106.8) is significantly longer than the duration of Infrequent Searchers (mean=66.3 days, std.=70.6); z=3.22, p<0.005; (2) the number of all activities performed by Frequent Searchers (mean=5073.4, std.=5330.4) and Infrequent Searchers (mean=4349.8, std.=5839.1) is not found to be significantly different; z=0.9, p=0.36. Further, using a Chi-square test [12], there was a significant relationship between the searcher type (i.e., Infrequent Searchers or Frequent Searchers) and Event Type (i.e., Search or Not Search), $\chi^2(1, N=4,574,297)=13,816.88, p<0.01$. This suggests that Frequent Searchers not only performed more searches but were more likely to perform Search over other Event Types and vice versa.

We note that the two groups had different sample sizes and the number of Infrequent Searchers is small. However, we used statistical tests (Mann-Whitney U and Chi-square tests) to compare them and found significant p-values <0.01 suggesting that they are different. Both the tests are shown to work well with unequal sample sizes [11, 40]. The Mann-Whitney U is also known to be robust for reasonably small sample sizes [11]. For the Chi-square test performed above, the small number of Infrequent Searchers was not a concern because the corresponding expected frequencies (cells in contingency table) were not small (>300).

Fig 6. Determining the optimal number of clusters using the Elbow Method

Fig 7. k-means clusters of students based on their counts of searches. Colored dots represent the students clustered into 3 clusters. Black bubbles are cluster centroids; cluster threshold boundaries (not shown) were equidistant between neighboring centroids.
4.2.2 Activities before and after searches

To investigate searchers’ activities in terms of their interaction with the system immediately before and after a search event, we aggregated events surrounding the search activity separately for different groups of searchers (Figure 8). In this figure, “I” stands for Infrequent Searchers, and “F” stands for Frequent Searchers. The y-axis represents the event offset from the search activity event. For example, “+1” identifies the exact next event after the search, and “-2” identifies the second event before the search event. Each colored bar represents the sum of counts of a particular activity for a given group and their corresponding percentages are shown.

![Graph showing distribution of events before and after a logged search event, aggregated for Infrequent Searchers (I) and Frequent Searchers (F).](image)

By comparing the events surrounding the search activity, we found that Infrequent Searchers tended to continue watching (e.g., mostly performing events like `timeupdate`, `seeking`, `changevideo`), while Frequent Searchers tended to continue searching (i.e., `filtertrans`). The continuous/consecutive search behavior is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.3. We noticed that Infrequent Searchers were more likely to start searching from the state of `userinactive` (8.5% at -1 offset) compared to Frequent Searchers (under 4% at -1 offset), which means they switched to `ClassTranscribe` from another webpage to perform the search. Our hypothesis was that these...
students were probably working on homework assignments and trying to look for information. However, we would need more information to support this.

We also note that overall, the number of activities performed collectively by Frequent Searchers around a search was only slightly fewer than that performed by Infrequent Searchers. This is expected because Frequent Searchers perform more searches, so there’s overall more activity around search for Frequent Searchers. Although, at first glance, we might expect the number of activities collectively performed by all Infrequent Searchers to be much higher compared to that of all Frequent Searchers because 1) the number of Frequent Searchers is smaller than the number of Infrequent Searchers (11 vs 155); 2) Frequent Searchers and Infrequent Searchers generally performed the same total number of all activities over their entire durations on the tool. However, the high number of Frequent Searchers searches compared to those of Infrequent Searchers seemed to mostly nullify the potential higher counts due to those two statements.

Finally, we observed that seeking and changevideo activities were more likely to occur immediately after a search event compared to before for both types of searchers. For Infrequent Searchers, the seeking event comprises 34.4% of all activities immediately after the search compared to under 4% immediately prior i.e., about a third of searches, Infrequent Searchers clicked on a caption presented in the search results and seeked to a location in the same video suggesting they likely found relevant results.

4.2.3 Search Sequences and refinement strategies

By manually coding the search queries, four major types of caption-search behaviors were identified. They were 1) search and stop, 2) repeated search on the same query, 3) search again with minor modifications, and 4) search again with major modifications. The “search and stop” behavior happened frequently for Infrequent Searchers users. We speculate that they either found the information they needed or failed and lost interest in searching. Conversely, Frequent Searchers users were more likely to repeatedly search for the same queries or modify their search queries and search again.

For repeated search on the same query, we suggest this was employed when students were performing a focused search on a major course concept. For query modifications, we found that users generally either changed their queries a small amount or changed their queries significantly but still under the same topic. An example sequence of minor modifications was “eight”, “problem eight”, ”question eight” and, “eight”. We speculate that this student recalled that the instructor explained the eighth problem and tried to retrieve that part, but they were unsure what exactly the instructor said or how it was transcribed. So they started with a general query “eight”, and then tried “problem eight” and “question eight”. However, they ultimately went back to searching for “eight”, so we suspect that the student observed too many results by searching
“eight”, but too few results by searching “eight problem”. Another example of a sequence of searches with minor modifications was “Bresenham’s” “bresen” “Bresenham’s” “Bresenham’s” “Brese” “Bresenham’s” and finally, “Bresen”. 

For searches with major modifications, we observed that one user searched for “doubling” “3t3” “cell” “mus musculus” and, “mouse”. We speculate that they were trying to retrieve relevant moments in the videos that discussed related bio-engineering concepts. On the other hand, students also optimized their search queries based on the auto-generated captions. For example, one user searched for “calloc” and then “kellog”; we speculate that they noticed that the term “calloc” was often mistranscribed as “kellog” so optimized their search queries accordingly.

Overall, in Section 4.2, we identified two types of users, Infrequent and Frequent Searchers who use the tool very differently. Infrequent Searchers tend to perform a large number of activities within a shorter period of time with a likeliness to perform other Event Types, whereas Frequent Searchers perform the same number of activities over a longer period with a likeliness to perform searches (filtertrans). Further, Frequent Searchers tended to continue searching around a single search event. Table 4 summarizes their main differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IS (N=155)</th>
<th>FS (N=11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of searches</strong></td>
<td>Significantly Lower (mean=2.92, std.=3.03)</td>
<td>Significantly Higher (mean=34.91, std=15.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration (days) on tool</strong></td>
<td>Significantly Shorter (mean=66.3, std.=70.6)</td>
<td>Significantly Longer (mean=157.2, std.=106.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of activities</strong></td>
<td>No statistically significant difference found (mean=4349.8, std.=5,839.1)</td>
<td>No statistically significant difference found (mean=5,073.4, std.=5330.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Likeliness of performing search vs. other Event Types</strong></td>
<td>More likely to perform other Event Types</td>
<td>More likely to perform search (filtertrans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Top 3 activities immediately before search</strong></td>
<td>timeupdate (26%), pause (18.3%), sought (16.6%)</td>
<td>filtertrans (31.4%), timeupdate (18.6%), pause (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Top 3 activities immediately after search</strong></td>
<td>seeking (34.4%), timeupdate (27.1%), filtertrans (12.1%)</td>
<td>filtertrans (31.2%), seeking (29.4%), timeupdate (17.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Summary of differences between Infrequent Searchers (IS) and Frequent Searchers (FS).
4.3. Is caption search used to review previously viewed content or to find new content? (RQ3)

We used the event log analysis to explore what video content was viewed after a student completed a search. We also asked if students were more likely to search when viewing new content or reviewing content.

To address the latter question we first defined a video review as the user performing any activity on a video at least one day after watching the same video. The one day threshold was justified as a reasonable time-period because a user may continue watching the same video over the duration of one day even if they take multiple breaks in between. Exploring alternative definitions and alternative review thresholds is out of scope for this study and a focus of future work.

Table 5 presents the number of searches and other activities that occurred during a review. We can see that 29.7% of the searches occur during a review compared to 19.4% of other activities. Using a Chi-square test [12], there was a significant relationship between the activity type (i.e., Search or Not Search) and review, $\chi^2 (1, N=730,031) = 57.0$, $p<0.001$. This suggests that searches were more likely to occur during a review. In terms of the number of users, 33.1% of all searchers performed at least one search during a review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Review</th>
<th>Not Review</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Search</strong></td>
<td>249</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not Search</strong></td>
<td>141,237</td>
<td>587,957</td>
<td>729,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>141,486</td>
<td>588,545</td>
<td>730,031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Contingency table for a Chi-square test of association between searches and video review.

We acknowledge that users may have attended the on-campus version of some of those lectures, and hence may actually be reviewing the material during their first time use of the tool for that content. However, this limitation does not diminish the above finding; that students were more likely to search for content when reviewing the same video content again.

To explore whether students generally navigated to a previously unwatched video from the search results, we computed the percentage of videos that students were watching for the first time on the tool when students navigated to the video after a search (i.e., a changevideo event). Out of the total 837 searches, 7.3% (61/837) led to a changevideo event. We found that 77% (47/61) of those searches led to videos being viewed for the first time and 67% (41/61) occurred during a Review (see Table 6).
Table 6. Number of searches that led to a change video event. Rows represent searches that start from Review/First-time View and columns represent searches that go to Review/View

5. Discussion and Concluding Remarks

Our findings have both practical implications (e.g., improving search algorithms) and design implications for UDL for improving video-based learning as described below.

5.1 Challenges & Opportunities for Improving Non-Linear Navigation of Educational Videos

Our study shows that students used caption-based search as a method to navigate educational videos. Based on our results we suggest there are several challenges and opportunities to better support students in this task as listed below.

5.1.1 A Taxonomy of Search Queries

Taxonomies of search queries have been developed for other domains such as general web search [17], e-commerce [18], and educational queries on the web [19] but not for caption-based search for educational videos. In Section 4.1.2, we categorized the search queries that students used for retrieving content for video-based learning in an authentic classroom setting. This provides a better understanding of the students’ informational needs and a useful classification for additional research in this area.

5.1.2 Searching for imperfect and inaccurate captions

In Section 4.2.3, we observed that errors existed in automatically generated captions. This is unsurprising as generating captions especially for STEM videos is challenging [16]. We found that students used strategies to modify their queries to match the erroneous words (e.g., search for “kellog” in place of “calloc”) to overcome those errors. We suggest phoneme (audio) indexing (e.g. Soundex [43]) would facilitate successful matching for similarly sounding words and phrases that are misspelled or mistranscribed. Further it might be possible to train machine learning models to learn from student search strategies (e.g., based on phonetic similarity of consecutive search terms) and utilize them to correct errors in the lecture video captions.
Some users also corrected the transcripts using the \textit{edittrans} function supported by the platform (refer to Figure 8), though the amount was only a small fraction of their activities (<4%). In other words, occasionally, when users were searching, they might observe a caption error and be motivated to correct it. Future education tools could use this opportunity to nudge students to correct those errors because this would immediately help them find better results.

Learnersourcing \cite{24, 25} uses a similar approach to motivate learners to improve educational content such that it benefits both individuals and their peers. For example, learnersourcing has been used for editing foreign language captions \cite{21}.

5.1.3 Search algorithms

Firstly, from sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, we found that the majority of the frequently searched terms were STEM-related. Thus, it would be productive for future work to focus efforts on improving the accuracy and utility of the tools for searching domain-specific keywords. However, there is also a long-tail of search queries. Similar to other search domains like general web \cite{22}, improving the accuracy for the long tail of all “rare” and unique queries may be challenging.

Secondly, to further study and improve accuracy of search algorithms, it is important to define what constitutes a successful search. The event sequences described in this study could be used to build a naive indicator of a successful within-video and within-course search activity. Currently, success is based on an increase in the number of \textit{seeking} activities after search (Section 4.2.3) and we found that keyword-based search seems reasonably sufficient perhaps because students search for terms that are present in the lecture captions (e.g. STEM terms discussed in Section 4.1). However identifying successful searches based on event logs will require additional studies. For example, the full caption text of the search results may have satisfied the student's question, or the subsequent duration of video viewed, i.e. dwell-time, (vs. the user performing additional searches or selecting alternative video moments) may be a useful measure of the value of the video clip(s) proposed by the system or selected by the user. Beyond clicks and dwell-time, researchers could also measure the utility of the search results as it is a better indicator of success \cite{26}. For example, researchers have used questionnaires to manually measure information learned during educational video search in a lab-setting \cite{28}. Further research is required for automatically measuring utility of search results in authentic settings.

Thirdly, we found that students used multiple consecutive search queries to potentially find a better and complete set of search results (Section 4.2.3). Previous work \cite{28} showed that students who used fewer queries (keywords) during video search had better learning outcomes. Thus, a future research question is, “Is it possible to automatically suggest precise queries by training machine learning models on search log data and caption data?” For example, automated Query
Suggestion and Reformulation techniques for general web search [23] or K-12 educational search [20] could be adapted for caption-based educational video search. However, care must be taken as to not distract students or increase their cognitive burden [28].

5.1.4 Student-driven content

Our findings in Section 4.3 show the students used search to navigate to previously unwatched videos suggesting that search could be used as a means to discover new (unwatched) educational videos in a targeted way. Such non-linear navigation patterns (i.e., not strictly following the lecture video order defined in the course) using caption search suggests that the search log activity can potentially be used in two pedagogically interesting ways. Firstly, to automatically recommend relevant video segments to students. Secondly, to structure the course content in a way that students tend to find more useful compared to the traditional fixed course structure that is defined by the instructor. Using log data to augment educational videos has been shown to be useful to students [7]. Our exploration provides more insights on leveraging log data for video-based learning. For example, we found that students search when reviewing a video a second time (Section 4.3). Future studies could manually or automatically [27] identify student intent behind search queries, e.g., preparing for exams vs. working on assignments. Combining intent with the log data, it may be possible to automatically create exam helper modules that map difficult exam concepts (i.e., user search terms) to the corresponding video time segments that students found most useful.

5.2 Implications for UDL

Universal Design for Learning provides a framework and context to construct and deliver accessible and inclusive courses. Moreover, when implemented, UDL provides each student with multiple learning pathways that can span and intersect with multiple content modalities (e.g., video, captions, figures, audio and descriptive text). The caption-based video search function could potentially contribute to all three principles of UDL: “provide multiple means of engagement”, “provide multiple means of representation”, and “provide multiple means of action & expression.” We suggest that the caption-based video search function should be mapped to the “multiple representation” category of the UDL principles since it provides learners with a new learning pathway to retrieve content they need and customize the display of information. Analyses previously reported at ASEE [1] found search behaviors were predictive of improved exam scores. From the perspective of UDL - it is unsurprising that student search behaviors cannot be characterized by a single prototypical search behavior. Instead engineering students used "Infrequent Searchers" and "Frequent Searchers" behavioral patterns to find and review relevant content (Section 4.2). As the UDL framework has been discussed and adopted to support the needs of all students [41], our study shows that caption-based video search can still be improved to support varied navigational learning behaviors and needs in video-based
educational platforms. For future work, we will further investigate types of queries by frequent and infrequent searchers and provide design guidelines for caption-based video search. We encourage all instructors to adopt a text-searchable and accessible video platform, as part of a larger UDL-based approach to effective, accessible, and inclusive education.

**Summary**

In this paper, we studied and reported in detail the search-related activities of students in engineering courses using ClassTranscribe, an online web application that supports principles of Universal Design for Learning. By analyzing the system logs of student interactions with the tool, we studied the student behaviors during caption-based search. Our findings have both practical implications and implications for UDL for improving video-based learning, specifically by using caption-based search. We identified and fitted a Zipfian power law in search query terms ($k = 32.1$, $s = 0.58$), created a taxonomy and categorization of search queries and examined video and search-related actions prior to- and post- search events that varied between students categorized as Frequent Searchers and Infrequent Searchers. We examined differences in search and video-choice behaviors when students were watching new content versus reviewing previously-viewed content. A detailed understanding of search not only provided insights into student search-based interactions to find video content but also suggested how students are using searchable video-based content to learn in undergraduate engineering courses, and raised new research questions and ideas to improve the pedagogical utility of caption-search, video presentation and video-based learning. These results also demonstrated that students choose different learning pathways (infrequent vs. frequent vs. no searching) which provides empirical support for a UDL approach to course content design and delivery.

**Limitations**

The results presented in this study include event data from COVID-19 affected semesters and non-COVID19 semesters prior to 2020. The data are from authentic learning environments of engineering courses under non-laboratory controlled conditions. Our current analysis is limited to event logs of higher education students in a subset of undergraduate engineering courses at one university in the U.S. using a single web tool. Although event logs provide a detailed view into student interactions with ClassTranscribe, the student's intent, motivation, learning context, prior-knowledge, or satisfaction with a search outcome was not measured.
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